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Abshact 

The problem of a semi-infinite strip under normal loading on the long edges is solved in this paper 
and numerical results are given. Stress distributions in the strip under various lengths of Loading on 
the long edges are presented. The results are compared with the limited ones available in the literature. 
Utility of the results in a practioal problem in prestressed concrete is indicated. 
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1. Introduction 

Stress distribution in a long body under externally applied loads near the ends is a 
common problem in civil engineering, e.g., the end block in a prestressed concrete beam. 
One such problem is treated In this paper. The problem is that of a long strip with 
loadings over a small length on the long edges while the narrow ends are traction free. 
In this case each half can be considered as a semi-inkite strip. A general solution by 
taking the stress function in terms of Fourier series and integrals, for the stress analysis 
of semi-infinite strips, has been given by I~engar ' .~ wherein a number of references can 
be found on this problem. Later the same problem has been solved by Gupta3 and 
Bogy4. 

The analytical solution presented here is based o n  the solutian given by Iyengar' who 
has developed the stress function for a semi-infinite strip subjected to  arbitrary loadings 
on all the three edges. Using this solution, numerical results have been obtained for 
various lengths of uniformly distribnted load on the long edges and are given in this 
paper. The results have beea compared with the available ones. 

* Presently with STUP (India) Limited, Bombay. 
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2. Analysis 

Consider a semi-infinite strip bounded in the right half-plane by the 1ir.e~ s = 0 and J. = 

5 b as shown in  Fig. I .  The strfp is assumed to be in a state of gel?eralized plane 
stress. The 1ongitudinr.l edges of the strip are subjected to normal tractions symnletrical 
tbout the x-axis, while the ts.ansverse edge i? kepi fret of tractions. The bouivjary cordi. 
tions can then be written as 

P being the total load d~stributed over a length ?c on the long cdse. 

FIG. 1. Semi-infmite strip subjected to' normal distributed loads at,$ end. 
, , . , . . . . ,  

Considering the symmetry about x and y axes the following stress function is taker 
for this case from the strcss function developed In ref. (1). 

m , . .  

t C (a) [a? sinh ay,- (I + a& coth ab) cosh c ' j ]  da. 
0 ' .  , 



The abovc Rinction satisfie? biharmonic equalroll and hence the stress. ccmponcnts.arc 
given by 

The coefficicnls A, and hnction C(,L) are to be dcter~uined from the boundary condi- 
tions. 

It can bc seen that the shear s l r w  boundary co~ldit~our ale satisfied automatically 

Satibfyiug tllc other boundary condition along transverse edge, namely 

0, I,," = 0, 

we get 

By taking finite Fourier Translolnl and simplifying, eqn. (6)  can be reduced to 

m 
(ab) (mn)' . tanh 

.4,=4(- I ) ~ J  --&b~(a)(ia. 
[(ab)' + i m 4  I 

On sitisfying the leinaiiring boundary condition, namely, 

C (a),--; [ah .sinh ub - (1 -1- ?h cath ah) cosh abJ da. 4 . cosh """"" ab . 
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Rewriting the above equation 

U\ing the Fourier Integral Tranrfo~mation, we gct 

Eqn. 19) sin~plifies to 

where 

C(a)  can be determined from eqn. (10) in terms of A, and ~ubstitution of C(a)  in 
eqn. (7) gvcs the following infinite system to determine A,s : 

where 

(ab)3 . tanh ab 
bda (14) 

[(ab)' + (mn)a]L [(abl"t ( r ) ' ] "  
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and 
m 

F (a) ab tanh ab 
da, 

When substituted for C(a) the expressions for strerses are 

m 
u. = - B A, [cos (mzylb) jl $ (mnxlb)] e-fmr'JD) - m ( - I)m F,,,] - a. 

ms1.2 .3  

where 

m 
[ay cosh ay - ab coth ab sinh ayJ 

= 4b" [cosh ab + (ablsinh ib)] [(ab)' +(nr)']' " sin ax ri. 

m 
[ay sinh ay + (1 - ab coth ab) cash ay] cos ax da 

a" =$ [cosh ab + (ablsinh ab)] 

m 

P o = $  
(a) [ay sinh ay - (1 + ab coth ab) cash ~ Y I  ax da 

[cosh ab + (abisinh ab)] 
* 
m 

[ay cosh ay - ab coth a6 sin k ay] 
= .f (3 [cosh ab + (ablsinh ab)] 

sin ax da. 

3. Numerical solution 

Stress components at any point in the semi-infinite strip, can ,be determined using 
eqns. (16) where the v&es of A,s are determined from eqn. (13). Eqn. (13) forms 
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the necessary conditio~?. to be satisfied by A,,s such that a:l the boundary conditions arc 
idenlically satirfied. However. eqn. (13) leads to an infinite set of simultaneous equa- 
tions in A,r. By considering only a finite number of terms in the selies in the evaluation 
of stresses, the biharmonic equation is still exactly satisfied whereas the boundary condi- 
tions are approximately satisfied. However, it may be shown by determining the stresses 
with different number of terms that the boundary conditions have been satisfied to 
sufficient accuracy. 

Theoretical treatment on the convergence aspects of such infinite series is give11 by 
Teoderescu" awl Gupta3 and in the book by Kantorovich and Krylov6. The details of 
calculations together with numerical method of finding the infinite integrals, etc., are 
given in re[. I .  It may be ~nentioned here that for the evaluation of the infinite integrals 
five point formula in a numerical integration scheme has been used. 

4. Numerical results 

Numei-ical results have been obtained for various values of k = (clbi = 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 
0.5, 0.4. 0.2 and 0.1 using the IBM 360144 computer. For each Ic,vtress conlponents 
are evaloated along variou% horizontal and vertical sections of the strip. While evaloat. 

for various values of'k along =o. . , 
" , ,  
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The numbel of terms considered for vat ious ranges of x a1 e given below 
For 

(11) 0.3< x/b .< 1.0, 10 te rm 

and 

(IV) 0 < x/b < 0.2, 18 t e ~  ms 

The exact shear stress boundat y valses are obtained autornat~cally Longitudxnal 
bounda~ y value$ of a,, obtczl~~ed with fiute ~zurnbei of terms lr the sel res, a e u~ good 
agieenzent with the actual values Convelgence of the, serles foi cr, along x =- 0 IS very 
slow and large number of terms should be considered to get ~csults  comparable to that 
o f  actual values 

$ 4 )  

D~stllbut~on of a, alovg 11 = 0 for varying k ns show11 in Fig. 2 Valiatlon of a, o w  
the depth for vatylr7.g x/b values In shown In Fig 3, for k = 1-0, 0.8 and 0.6 Tlzt 
trzusverse stress dlstiibut~on along y/h = 0, 0.25, 0 50 ard 0 75 for 7 values of k is 
presented in Figs 4, 5 ,  6 and 7 respectively .rag d~stributcon along y/b = 0 50 is shown 
xn Flg 8 

Htguchi7 ha? glven G, and cr, d~(;tt~butions foi a k value of 2.0 He has evaluated the 
infimte lntegials rislng the Cauchy theorem of 1 eszdues In determinzng the stresses Using 
the ptocedure mdicated 117 the present paper the same distributions have been obtamed 
and presented In Frgs. 9 and 10 Both the results ale found to be m very good agree- 
ment 

Bay8, q01v1ng the same pioblem for conceirtrated load P uslng finite dlffererrce tech- 
nique, has obtmed a, d1st1 tbutlon n l o ~ ~ g  1% - 0 as shown in Fig. 11 This drstribution 

compared w~th  that obtamed for k = 0.001 by the present procedure in Fig 11. Since 
the total load P is dlstrlbuted over a very small length, it cpuld be approximated to a 
concentrated load Accoidmg to Bay, becomes zelo at x = 0-8 b whereas this value 
equals 0.96 b In the p~esent method 

The tranwel-w rtresq n comprersive in natmee initially dl~tance greater than 
2 c and then chapges to tensile in nature before ieachdg ly small value. The 
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FIG 4 D~str~bution of (7) for d~fferent values of k along (db) = 0. 
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-1 2L- 

FIG. 6.  Distribution of (2) for d~fferent values of k along ()./b) = 0.50. 

-1 2L 

FIG 7. Distribution of (5) for different values of k dong (ylb) = 0.75. 
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FIG Q 
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Dlstnbutron of ( y  ) for d~fferent values of k dong (y/b) = 0*50. 
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tensile stresses are developed in the end block2. If compressive loadlng can be applied 

In the anchorage zone in the transverse direction, these tensile stresses can be nullified 
or reduced as ~t can be seen by cornbtning the transverse stress dtstributlons due to both 
the loadings. 
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